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When you visit a doctor, you may encounter many unfamiliar medical terms
and concepts. This can make it challenging to understand your diagnosis,
treatment plan, and overall health condition. To overcome this language
barrier, it is crucial to have a basic understanding of medical terminology,
especially if you are a Hindi speaker.

This article aims to provide a comprehensive guide to medical terminology
in Hindi. We will cover various aspects, including anatomical terms,
common medical conditions, diagnostic tests, and more. By the end of this
guide, you will have a stronger grasp of medical language and be better
equipped to communicate with your doctor in Hindi.

Anatomical Terms
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Anatomical terms describe the structure and location of different body
parts. Knowing these terms is essential for understanding medical
diagnoses and treatment plans.

Head: Sir

Neck: Gala

Chest: Chhati

Abdomen: Pet

Back: Pith

Arm: Hath

Leg: Tang

Hand: Haath

Foot: Paanv

Bone: Haddi

Muscle: Maans

Skin: Chhaal

Common Medical Conditions

Familiarizing yourself with common medical conditions in Hindi can help
you better understand your doctor's diagnosis and treatment
recommendations.

Fever: Bukhaar

Cough: Khaansi



Headache: Sir dard

Stomach pain: Pet dard

Diarrhea: Dast

Constipation: Kabz

Diabetes: Madhumeh

Hypertension: Uccha raktchaap

Heart disease: Hriday rog

Cancer: Kanser

Diagnostic Tests

Diagnostic tests are used to identify and diagnose medical conditions.
Understanding the purpose and procedure of these tests can help you
prepare and feel more comfortable during the process.

Blood test: Khoon ki jaanch

Urine test: Mutra ki jaanch

X-ray: X-ray

Ultrasound: Ultrasound

MRI: MRI

CT scan: CT scan

Biopsy: Biopsy

Medical Abbreviations



Medical abbreviations are commonly used in medical records and
communication. Knowing these abbreviations can help you decipher
medical information and instructions.

BP: Blood pressure

HR: Heart rate

RR: Respiratory rate

ECG: Electrocardiogram

MRI: Magnetic resonance imaging

CT: Computed tomography

WBC: White blood cell count

RBC: Red blood cell count

Communicating with Your Doctor

Effective communication with your doctor is crucial for receiving appropriate
medical care. Here are some tips for communicating in Hindi with your
doctor:

Speak clearly and concisely.

Use appropriate medical terminology that you understand.

Don't hesitate to ask for clarification if you don't understand something.

Be honest about your symptoms and medical history.

Follow your doctor's instructions carefully.



If you are not comfortable communicating in Hindi, you can request the
assistance of a medical interpreter. Interpreters are available to help you
communicate with your doctor in a language you are familiar with.

Understanding medical terminology in Hindi can significantly enhance your
interactions with healthcare professionals and empower you to make
informed decisions about your health. This guide provides a
comprehensive foundation for grasping medical concepts and
communicating effectively with your doctor. By incorporating these terms
and strategies into your communication, you can improve your overall
healthcare experience and achieve better health outcomes.
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